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Mostly blokes more interested in getting from A-to-B than having a giggle buy them up. The
older cc should be checked closely for worn wheel bearings, the suspension bearings in the
Pro-Link shock, rusty exhausts and loose or broken spokes. At the same price point, however, it
falls down to which style you prefer, though the Honda is arguably the better road bike. Find a
Honda XL Transalp for sale. Off-road styling, cc single cylinder motor, single front disc. Read
what they have to say and what they like and dislike about the bike below. Very reliable, though
a bit pricey to maintain. As long as you keep the carbs and air filter clean, feed it oil and coolant,
it'll probably outlive you. Brakes are lackluster but the ride quality is brilliant. Very little wind at
highway speeds. I can go a good fuel tank before I need to rest. It's a Honda V-twin. You'll get
power but you gotta beg for it to let you run faster. Very good build quality and quite an
astonishing reliability. The frame can take some punishment but don't toss it around like an
FGS. It has a fuel gauge. That alone is awesome. The thermo on mine is a bit off but that
probably has something to do with age. Effortless all day comfy with brakes that do the job
brillantly but probably not up to a track-day-jockey's expectations! On the road and in the
mountains the brakes and great and last well too. Faultless engine performance and even better
with iridium spark plugs and a KnN air filter but it could do with a 6th gear on the motorway,
still, for the purpose it was dessigned it is great and pulls well in every gear, even in the Alps
where the air is thinner. Bullit proof, but it is worth checking that they have been properly
serviced I found one with it all done and it is like a new bike. Pay your insurance, fuel it up and it
will go round Europe effortlessly. Cheap to insure, light on tyres and fuel and nothing much to
go wrong. Probably the best value for money bike I've owned, shame they don't make them like
this anymore. I added a 12v socket and Oxford heated grips and Givi pannier system and that
has made it into a realy decent tourer. Buying experience: Watch out - there and lots of badly
maintained examples and the front and rear suspension service is expensive if done properly.
Check that the brake and antifreeze fluids have been changed regularly as most people don't
seem to bother and the dealers I visited who had them for sale weren't interested in doing this
work on a 10 year old bike so I bought one privately from a nice chap who had a heap of
receipts for proper servicing. A very good all rounder. Its rugged, tough, robust and easy to
work on. I believe there is a price to pay for the 'solid' build in the bikes total weight and
tendency particularly in old models like mine to sit heavy and low [sometimes feel like I'm riding
a tank] - A little corrosion occurring on the frame close to the battery in the last 4 years. I cant
give an annual number above as it really depends on how much riding i am doing. I think the
costs are reasonable and particularly good value if you are willing to fit aftermarket non-genuine
Honda parts for the most which I am. All in all happy with most aspects Front shocks and
probably suspension overall is not quite what I think it should be particulalry if you wish to ride
the bike hard offroad. Original tyres are poor in my view. I guess I'm a bit criticall of the power
delivery as I'm used to the 'rush' of the GSXR putting bhp down at the wheel, but this little
Honda has me smiling for all the right reasons. Its solid, reliable, and cheap to run, all ive done
in miles is basic servicing, chain and sprockets and a clutch, it never misses a beat, but one
small critisiem would be that even though my version has the 'better headlight' it's rubbish, I
live in a rural area, national speedlimit roads, high banks and no lighting, and the Honda is no
where near the GSXR in the hedlamp area Breaks can feel a little less 'sharp' than I would like.
Plenty of power and reliable, but no'rush'.. The ability to switch the lights off would be good, but
equipment levels are atcually very good. I bought this Transalp as a daily commute bike. I've
added a centerstand, heated grips and different windscreen. I would've like a little clock in the
dash too I have to confess a liking for these machines, amongst many others bikes I have
owned, I am about to buy my fourth Transalp! You need to take the machine in perspective
though, it isn't going to challenge a big GS, or a Pan European, or an R1, but then it isn't meant
to. What it is is a reliable, economical, comfortable, gentle all rounder. I have never had
mechanical problems with one of these, and I've done a lot of miles on them. I'm tall, so find
them comfortable. The handling is ok, the suspension isn't budget rubbish and seems to last
well. Equipment and weather protection is good, compared to the beemer parallel twins and the
tiger. It doesn't have the performance of those machines, but then is cheaper to buy and run. My
only criticism is finish quality. My first two Transalps were Jap built s, had a hard life and stood
up well. The is Euro built, and the difference shows if you don't look after them. I've seen far, far
worse finishes on budget four cylinder bikes though. Oh, and it has a really annoying restrictor
in the tank that makes it a pain in the fundament to fill up, really slow. Economy and range is
pretty good though. Shouldn't you be on a more interesting route? The smaller the road gets,
the more sense it makes. Great through traffic too, that 21" front wheel keeps it nimble and
stable. And there is proper road rubber available for it, which I prefer to fit than the semi triallie
stuff. So, you want practicality, these are pretty hard to beat. I owned a Transalp for about 4
months and the only reason I changed is because of the lack of power. I done a run from Derry

N. Ireland to salou down through France on it and found the seat very hard. A great commuter
but take it to mph and it feels like its about to lay down,If you want the Transalp looks and
luggage capability go for the Varadero Wales, however, I currently live in London but intend
relocate on retirement. I use the bike to commute in London and up to Wales on a regular basis
and personally rate this bike highly. I intend to change things to better suit my needs which will
have no significance to the next reader, so, all next readers please view YouTube: TransAlp
Long Way Dany. A most inspirational 4 minutes which say's it better than I ever will. Spent 18
months commuting M4 into London, all weather, never let me down. Then out at the weekend
into the country 2-up. I got this in December because it felt right, not to heavy and comfortable
riding position. It goes like a tractor just plodding along putting a smile on my face. It does not
have a high sustainable top speed, but at the legal speeds it is comfortable. I've have had the XL
now for two months. I have ridden it in the worst weather Scotland has to offer and it has coped
with it all no problem. Took it up into the Lammermuirs today with a pillion onboard and it did
everything i asked of it. Starts first time and behaves well. It doesnt have too much grunt but
you dont buy a Transalp for muscle power. You buy it for its staying power. Overall a very good
hard working bike. I thought I add a few comments on the , which was built until I bought this
bike after owning bikes like VFR, Hornet etc. What a revelation! On paper this bike is a
disappointment, not a lot of power, quite heavy. Ignore the specs, this a great bike, more than
the sum of it parts. So easy to ride, great to blasting on country lanes and the steering geometry
allow you to brake lightly midcorner if you overcook it. Engine note is quite good and build
quality very good. Can't think of many negative to be honest, maybe too tall for some and
useless on motorways, but apart from that a great bike. My Transalp is my first big bike. I've
only been riding for 6 months and I'm over the moon with her. I commute 20 miles each way on
the bike mostly motorway and I get out into the Pennines and Peak Distict at weekends, and the
TA has done everything I've asked of it. I'm only 5ft 8in so I'm on tip-toes and she does feel a bit
big and heavy when I'm pushing her around but she's smooth as you like once I get going.
There's plenty of power for my needs, I love the engine note and I get 50mpg. What's not to like?
Last few year I've used bikes for touring and pleasure. I have to say that the transalp is comfy,
will contrary to whats published return 60mpg plus if used frugally, and makes riding enjoyable.
I actually enjoy throwing it around more than a sportster. Can't reccommned it highly enough.
Strengths: Comfort, good road view due to height, simple engine. Weaknesses: None that I
know of. I find it leaves plenty of room for my 6 foot frame. It has been faultless throughout the
winter touch wood. I have ridden constantly and the bike loves it. It's done the miles from
London to Devon no problem. It does 6 miles commute through heavy traffic every day. It can
cruise at slow traffic crawling speeds and filter well. Great for strapping loads of stuff to the
back and tank. I've had no complaints from my pillion's - the seat is very comfortable and the
riding position is very relaxed. There is increased confidence from greater field of view due to
sit-up-and-beg riding position. Strengths: Reliable, good rider view over traffic, powerful twin,
versatility excellent for long journeys and commuting. Weaknesses: Probably not enough go for
two-up touring. I'm 5 foot ten and could just touch the floor, on the standard seat, although a
lower seat is available. Tall screen available. It's a very easy bike to ride, very comfy, very solid
ride. Corners very well even with the dual purpose tyres. Same as most big bikes. Good view
allround. Very effective brakes, bike slows down very quickly when accelorator shut, all round a
very nice bike to work rest and play on. Strengths: Easy ride, strong solid feel, new fairing, fuel
consumption good. Weaknesses: Pegs a bit small and buttons also a bit small fidley. Owners'
rating 4. Specs Owners' reviews Bikes for sale For sale. View 14 images. Warranty term Two
year unlimited mileage. Model history Honda debuts its Transalp V. Other versions None.
Engine 5 out of 5. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5. Equipment 5 out of 5. Engine 2 out of 5 It's a Honda
V-twin. Value vs rivals 2 out of 5. Equipment 3 out of 5 It has a fuel gauge. Engine 4 out of 5
Faultless engine performance and even better with iridium spark plugs and a KnN air filter but it
could do with a 6th gear on the motorway, still, for the purpose it was dessigned it is great and
pulls well in every gear, even in the Alps where the air is thinner. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5
Cheap to insure, light on tyres and fuel and nothing much to go wrong. Equipment 4 out of 5 I
added a 12v socket and Oxford heated grips and Givi pannier system and that has made it into a
realy decent tourer. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5 I cant give an annual number above as it really
depends on how much riding i am doing. Equipment 4 out of 5 All in all happy with most
aspects Front shocks and probably suspension overall is not quite what I think it should be
particulalry if you wish to ride the bike hard offroad. Engine 4 out of 5 Plenty of power and
reliable, but no'rush'.. Equipment 4 out of 5 The ability to switch the lights off would be good,
but equipment levels are atcually very good. Engine 4 out of 5. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5.
Equipment 4 out of 5 I've added a centerstand, heated grips and different windscreen.
Equipment 4 out of 5. Value vs rivals 3 out of 5. Engine 3 out of 5. Equipment 3 out of 5.

Equipment 2 out of 5. Tall Summary of owners' reviews. Primarily based in the United States,
the series competes on a variety of track types including road courses and street circuits.
Originally known as the Trans-American Sedan Championship , the name was changed to the
Trans-American Championship for and henceforth. Champion drivers have been officially
recognized, and Drivers' Championships awarded since the season. Since , Trans Am has been
a national series Continental U. Currently, there are six races on the schedule, two of which are
joint, or "shared" races with the national Championship series, in which drivers from both
championship series race together in the same races, but only earn points in the championship
series that they are entered in. The Trans Am series also awards the Northern Cup and Southern
Cup which give points in certain races of the national series for competitors who do not run the
full season. There are actually 13 actual races on the schedule, as the TA2 cars race twice in
Detroit. The schedule for continues to be 12 races long including two "shared events" with the
West Coast Championship Series , but the mid-April Homestead, Florida race date changes to
an early May event at Weathertech Raceway, Laguna Seca, Californiaâ€”the first time the series
has raced there since The early August Pittsburgh race was also dropped, having been replaced
by the Memorial Day Motorsports Festival at Connecticut's Lime Rock Park, the first time the
series will have raced there in three years, and it will be the thirtieth time overall. The season
finale at Daytona International Speedway moves up one week to mid-November. On the West
Coast Championship schedule, the season is one race longer 6 , and opens a couple of weeks
earlier at Willows, California's Thunderhill Raceway Park. The shared event at Laguna Seca
takes place in early May, with Sonoma moving from early June to mid-June, replacing the
shared event at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. For , the season finale at Daytona was
dropped due to unresolvable scheduling conflicts, and after a two year absence, the race at
Brainerd, Minnesota was reinstated to honor the late Jed Copham, the track's co-owner and part
time Trans Am Series driver. The Indianapolis race is the only event that is open to all
competitors who are registered to race in the Trans Am Championship series, or either of the
regional sub-championship series. In the West Coast Championship series, the season will start
one month earlier mid-March at Sonoma Raceway, which will for the first time ever also hold a
second race in late August to make up for the Auto Club Speedway race being dropped. Other
than this and minor reordering, the schedule remains at six races, with Laguna Seca as the
other shared event with both series racing together. On March 17, , the Road Atlanta round was
forced to be postponed due to the coronavirus outbreak. This was the start of a series of
postponements and cancellations that lead to a revised schedule being announced on April 7,
In this schedule, the Detroit round was dropped reducing the series to an 11 round
championship. Unfortunately the planned restart of the series at Indianapolis Motor Speedway
was also postponed with a new date for the track still to be determined and the series resuming
at Mid-Ohio Sports Car Course instead. The rounds at Watkins Glen and Lime Rock Park were
the final casualties of the outbreak with late cancellations leading to double headers at Virginia
International Raceway and Road Atlanta. In , for the first time since , the series will return to
Homestead-Miami Speedway. No double-headers are scheduled to return following their
appearances in ; however, all tracks that were featured on the preliminary calendar are
scheduled for as well. For the first time in series history, Trans-Am instituted a drop-round
system where competitors can choose to drop their two worst round results including
non-appearances that took place before August 1. All body types are eligible from the first year
of production of the street car to five years after production ends. After each body model's full
eligibility ends, each body will be partially eligible for an additional five years, and may be used
in up to five races per year of eligibility. Cars may use a single-element rear wing. Older body
styles may continue to be used in the; West Coast Championship, Northern Regional Cup, and
Southern Regional Cup for an additional years after partial-eligibility for the National
Championship has ended. Power comes from overhead valve two per cylinder , pushrod,
naturally aspirated, carbureted single 4-barrel cubic inch 5. Current rules [10] allow for the use
of leaded gasoline , whereas all other classes except XGT must use unleaded gas. Automatic
transmissions are prohibited, and manual transmissions must have no more than five forward
gear ratios, as well as a functional reverse gear. Sequential shifting transmissions are
permitted, as well as commercially available No-Lift Shift NLS systems, and also "auto-blip"
RPM matching systems for downshifting. Traction Control systems or devices that function
independently of the driver are strictly prohibited, as is ABS Anti-skid Braking System. The
minimum base weight including driver and any driver gear for all cars is 2, pounds. Only the
driver's seat and Derhaag single plane rear wing may be constructed using carbon fiber. TA2 is
currently Trans Am's most popular class among competitors. As per current rules, "Nothing
may direct or force air to the filter or housing. Sequential shift mechanisms are not allowed, nor
are shift-without-lift mechanisms. Traction Control devices or systems that function

independently of the driver are strictly prohibited, as is ABS Anti-skid Braking System. After
Trans Am Series officials and owners of former GT3 cars that could not be raced in a GT3 series
following the expiration of the car's GT3 homologation had discussions, the series' officials
announced that for the season, the "Xtreme Grand Touring" class will be part of the series. All
original period-correct GT3 specifications will be enforced, and the series intends for and earlier
cars that have had expired homologations to participate. This class is intended to be a place for
" Unlike GT class cars, the current rules allow them to compete at a higher level of vehicle
preparation. Some engines are required to have restrictor plates , for the purpose of equalizing
performance. Eligible cars up to fifteen years old will now be able to race in the series, and for
five years after that, partially eligible cars will be able to race in up to six races per year of
eligibility. Standard body appearance must be maintained, including the OEM grille and badge.
Aftermarket or OEM rear wings are allowed. As with GT, Tube frames are not allowed, but roll
cages are mandatory. Minimum Vehicle Base Weights may be changed for the same purpose.
This class complies more with the classic Trans Am standards of "the glory era", and is the
entry-level class of the three production-based classes within the Trans Am Series. The class is
intended to be a competition between late model, nearly stock, high-performance cars, and it's a
good place for Trans Am Series beginners to start racing in. As with the SGT class, there is a
fifteen year period of full eligibility, and a five year period of partial eligibility for eligible makes
and models where a maximum of six races may be run. As with SGT, some engines are required
to have approved restrictor plates, for the purpose of equalizing performance. In the Trans Am
Series as well as the West Coast Series , the direction of travel on the racetrack is up to each
race facility. As stated in the current Rule Book, " All vehicles must meet the sound
requirements of dBA , or less. Certain tracks may have lower sound limits. If so, and if the
series is unable to obtain a waiver , the lower sound limit will be published in the supplemental
regulations. Cars exceeding the sound limit on-track will be black flagged and not allowed to
continue competing until the sound generated by that car is brought within spec. As stated in
the rule book, operable headlight assemblies are recommended for all cars competing in any
class, but are only mandatory in the production XGT, SGT, and GT classes. The lenses may be
clear or yellow tinted. An operational low and high beam is recommended, and brightness may
be greater than stock. Brightness may be greater than stock, but not so bright as to be
confused with brake lights. Prior to each race, there are two test sessions, one practice session,
and at least one qualifying session. This includes when a qualifying session contained
changing conditions where dry and wet tires were used. Scraping off rubber buildup clag on the
surface of any tires is permitted. Regardless of the race format, finishers will be determined by
the total number of laps completed, and who finished them first. Trans Am Series race cars
carry enough fuel to run the entire race non-stop, making each race a mile sprint that is a test of
driver skill and competitiveness. Current rules require TA class cars to use octane , leaded
gasoline. XGT class cars may use either leaded or unleaded gas. Pit stops are neither needed
nor required, other than for the purpose of changing over to rain tires, or for some other
mechanical or other issue. Teams are only allowed to change one dry tire, any time after
qualifying begins, without penalty. If a team changes more than one marked dry tire after the
qualifying session begins, that car will lose all qualifying times. Once the race has started, any
number of tires may be changed without penalty. Changing over to or from rain tires is up to
each car's crew chief, and is not limited. All Trans Am by Pirelli races go on even if it rains or
has rained, and all cars must be able to race safely during wet sessions. Depending on
conditions, drivers may choose to pit and change over to softer, treaded rain tires. If conditions
change from dry to wet after the race has started, the Safety Car may be dispatched in order for
race control to determine what actions may be necessary, or the Black Flag may be waved to
allow all cars to enter the pits and make any and all necessary changes in order to race under
wet conditions. All cars will return to the track in the positions they were before the Black Flag,
and the race will be restarted. The wiper blades and arms may be removed for dry sessions. TA,
XGT, SGT, and GT class cars all "grid" take the positions they will start the race in with the 2
fastest qualifiers on the front row, and all other slower cars behind them according to qualifying
times, with the fastest qualifier having their choice of left or right position and race together
during the same "race session" using a staggered start with the three progressively slower
classes starting their respective races in order of class - fastest to slowest behind the TA class
grid, and being separated from each other. The front row for the next class must be
approximately feet behind the last car of the class in front or as otherwise directed. TA2 class
cars have their own separate race. The series uses a rolling start with the pace car setting the
pace lap speed as it approaches the starter at the start and finish line, who uses a green flag to
signal the start of the race for each class in a multi-class race or the TA2 class. Cars take their
positions behind the pace car according to the official starting grid. In the absence of a pace car

for a multi-class race, the "pole" car for each class will serve the same function as the pace car
from its position in the front row. If the green flag is not waved, and additional pace laps are
required, those pace laps do not count toward the scheduled race distance. At the completion
of the last lap, the Starter waves a black and white checkered flag, signifying the end of the
race. All drivers must exit the course after taking the checkered flag. The " Safety Car " may be
dispatched for additional race control, and is always used to lead the field during all Double
Yellow Flag periods. All restarts are single file. AFS, the industry leader for in-car race flagging
systems, will be installed in all Trans Am race cars to warn drivers of caution flags immediately
and simultaneously. The system is proven to also minimize secondary collisions, which can be
particularly dangerous and damaging. Additionally, the new system is supplemental, and does
not replace Race Control, driver spotters, or corner workers flaggers. It is the responsibility of
all drivers to avoid contact between cars. The above will be considered when determining the
appropriate penalty for avoidable contact. Originally, Manufacturers' Championship points were
awarded in all classes to the top 6 finishing positions of each make of car: Beginning in , the
SCCA instituted a Drivers' Championship that would be based on overall finishing position from
1st through 10th places: Beginning in , the top 25 finishers were awarded points as follows:
Currently, Manufacturers' Championship points are earned in exactly the same manner as they
were originally. Final point standings ties will be decided by which manufacturer has more wins,
second-place finishes, etc. Series Champions in each of the four competition classes are
determined based on points accumulated during the season. Drivers' Championship points are
awarded as follows: At each race, after Qualifying has been completed, 3 points are awarded to
the First Qualifier, 2 to the Second Qualifier, and 1 to the Third Qualifier. The top 24 finishers in
each class, at each race are awarded points as follows: All other finishers are awarded 1 point,
provided the driver is classified as a starter. After the first green flag lap of a race, 1 point is
awarded to any driver leading a lap in class, as well as 1 point for leading the most laps in class
for each race. The West Coast Championship Series operates just like the national
championship. If a race counts toward more than one championship series, a driver wishing to
earn points for more than one championship must formally enter each series. Series Champions
are awarded the brand new for Trigon Trophy sponsored by 3-Dimensional Services Group, and
custom designed by longtime partner Crystal Sensations. And yesâ€¦ They are beautiful. There
are very specific requirements for entry into the regional championships, as they are intended
to allow drivers to try competing in the series before committing to running the full schedule of
events. Also new for is the Master's Championship, which is intended to recognize drivers still
actively competing on the racetrack who are over 65 years of age. Again, the points schedule
for driver's championship points will be used. The highest finishing Master's Championship
driver in each class will be recognized during the podium ceremony after each race. At the end
of the year, the top three Master's Championship drivers in each regional series will be
recognized at the series awards banquet. Rookie of the Year winners in each class are also
determined by points accumulated during the season. The number of points earned follows the
same methodology as in the Driver's Championship according to finishing position , but as the
rule book states, "In addition to the points earned on-track, teams will be judged by several
factors that embody a professional team and help promote, and improve, the Series". The
various cars are balanced into the correct Trans Am class with minor weight and restrictor
changes. Points are awarded using the same system as the main Trans Am Series
championship. Alfa Romeo [20]. Alfa Romeo [24]. American Motors. Datsun [25] [26]. George
Follmer. John Morton. Chuck Cassaro. David C. Ernie Francis, Jr. Jason Berkeley. Lee
Saunders. NOTE: In , the Sports Car Club of America retroactively named an overall drivers'
championships for all pre seasons, using the points system of the time to calculate drivers'
championships. With the rise of these other series, Trans-Am saw decreased attention from the
media, however, Speedvision did occasionally cover Trans-Am races until the series' demise in
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. North American automobile racing series. For other
uses, see Trans Am disambiguation. This article needs additional citations for verification.
Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may
be challenged and removed. See also: History of the Trans-Am Series. Historic Trans Am.
Archived from the original on The Third Turn. Retrieved August 18, Speed Sport. Retrieved May
1, Trans Am Series presented by Pirelli. Retrieved 2 May Trans Am Racing. Retrieved 11 May
Retrieved May 2, Retrieved 3 May Page Retrieved January 14, Trans Am by Pirelli. Retrieved
Sports Car Club of America. Archived from the original PDF on 17 July Retrieved 29 April
Archived from the original PDF on 19 July Touring Car Racing History. Archived from the
original on 24 January Trans-Am Series seasons. Tracks of the Trans-Am Series. Louis St.
Classes of auto racing. Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short description is
different from Wikidata Articles needing additional references from December All articles

needing additional references AC with 0 elements. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Current season. Over 2-liter â€” Ford. Horst
Kwech Gaston Andrey. Alfa Romeo GTA. Under 2-liter â€” Alfa Romeo [20]. Jerry Titus. Ford
Mustang GT Under 2-liter â€” Porsche [21]. Over 2-liter â€” Chevrolet. Mark Donohue. Chevrolet
Camaro. Under 2-liter â€” Porsche [22]. Under 2-liter â€” Porsche [23]. Parnelli Jones. Ford
Mustang. Bud Moore Engineering. Under 2-liter â€” Alfa Romeo [24]. Over 2. AMC Javelin. Under
2. Peter Gregg. John Greenwood. John Paul, Sr. John Bauer. Eppie Wietzes. Elliott
Forbes-Robinson. David Hobbs. Lincoln Mercury. Tom Gloy. Wally Dallenbach, Jr. Scott Pruett.
Hurley Haywood. Dorsey Schroeder. Tommy Kendall. Scott Sharp. American Equipment Racing.
Jack Baldwin. Paul Gentilozzi. Brian Simo. Boris Said. Klaus Graf. Tomy Drissi. Tony Ave. TA1:
Tony Ave. TA2: Bob Stretch. TA: Simon Gregg. GGT: Chuck Cassaro. TA: Doug Peterson. TA2:
Cameron Lawrence. TA3-International: David C. TA3-International: Jason Berkeley. Chevrolet
Corvette C6R. TA: Amy Ruman. TA2: Gar Robinson. TA3-International: Lee Saunders. TA2: Tony
Buffomante. TA3: Randy Mueller. TA4: Ernie Francis, Jr. TA5: Tim Kezman. TA: Ernie Francis Jr.
TA3: Mark Boden. TA4: Brian Kleeman. TA2: Rafa Matos. TA3: Alline Cipriani. TA4: Warren
Dexter. TA2: Marc Miller. SGT: Mark Boden. Aston Martin. GT: Steven Davison. TA2: Mike Skeen.
XGT: Ken Thwaits. SGT: Lee Saunders. GT: Billy Griffin. TA: Greg Pickett. TA2: Shane Lewis.
TA3: Oli Thordarson. TA4: Guy Dreier. TA: Tomy Drissi. TA2: Thomas Merrill. TA4: Dane
Jorgenson-Smith. TA2: Brad McAllister. Factory Five. SGT: Carl Rydquist. GT: Roger Eagleton.
TA2: Jim Gallaugher. XGT: Simon Gregg. GT: Joe Bogetich. Group 5 was an FIA motor racing
classification which was applied to four distinct categories during the years to Initially Group 5
regulations defined a Special Touring Car category and from to the classification was applied to
limited production Sports Cars restricted to 5 litre engine capacity. The Group 5 Sports Car
category was redefined in to exclude the minimum production requirement and limit engine
capacity to 3 litres. From to Group 5 was for Special Production Cars, a liberal silhouette
formula based on homologated production vehicles. In the FIA introduced a number of new
racing categories including one for highly modified touring cars, officially known as Group 5
Special Touring Cars. The regulations permitted vehicle modifications beyond those allowed in
the concurrent Group 1 and Group 2 Touring Car categories. The minimum production
requirement remained at 25 and the engine capacity maximum at 5 litres as had applied in the
superseded Group 4. During the FIA decided to replace the existing Group 5 Sports Car
category when the rules expired at the end of the season, so the big s and s would have to be
retired at the end of that year. Surprisingly, Ferrari decided to give up any official effort with the
in order to prepare for the new season regulations. But many s were still raced by private teams,
most of them converted to M specification. As a result of the rule change, sports car racing
popularity suffered and did not recover until the following decade, with the advent of Group C
which incidentally were forced out of competition in favour of the 3. In an effort to reduce the
speeds generated at Le Mans and other fast circuits of the day by the unlimited capacity Group
6 Prototypes such as the 7 litre Fords, and to entice manufacturers of 3 litre Formula One
engines into endurance racing, the Commission Sportive Internationale then the independent
competition arm of the FIA announced that the new International Championship for Makes
would be run for Group 6 Sports-Prototypes limited to 3 litre capacity for the four years from
through Well-aware that few manufacturers were ready to immediately take up the challenge,
the CSI also allowed the participation of 5 litre Group 4 Sports Cars manufactured in quantities
of at least 50 units. In April , the CSI announced that, as there were still too few entries in the 3
litres Group 6 Prototype category, the minimal production figure to compete in the Group 4
Sport category of the International Championship of Makes would be reduced from 50 to 25
starting in through to the planned end of the rules in This was mainly to allow the homologation
in Group 4 of cars such as the Ferrari LM and the Lola T70 which had not been manufactured in
sufficient quantities to qualify unless, in the case of the Lola T70, the open Can-Am cars were
counted as well. Starting in July , Porsche made a surprising and very expensive effort to take
advantage of this rule. As they were rebuilding race cars with new chassis every race or two
anyway, they decided to conceive, design and build 25 versions of a whole new car for the Sport
category with one underlying goal: to win its first overall victory in the 24 Hours of Le Mans. In
only ten months the Porsche was developed, based upon the Porsche , with remarkable
technology: Porsche's first cylinder engine, and many components made of titanium,
magnesium and exotic alloys that had been developed for lightweight hillclimb racers. Other
ways of weight reduction were rather simple, like a gear lever knob made of Balsa wood. When
Porsche was first visited by the CSI inspectors only three cars were completed, while 18 were
being assembled and seven additional sets of parts were present. Porsche argued that if they
assembled the cars they would then have to take them apart again to prepare the cars for

racing. The inspectors refused the homologation and asked to see 25 assembled and working
cars. During June , Enzo Ferrari sold half of his stock to FIAT , and used some of that money to
do what Porsche did 6 months earlier with the , to build 25 cars powered by a 5-litre V12 in order
to compete against them. With the financial help of Fiat, that risky investment was made, and
surplus cars were intended to be sold to racing customers to compete for the season. Within 9
months Ferrari manufactured 25 S cars. They were considered as field fillers, never as
candidate for a win. The instability problem was resolved with a revised rear hatch, which was
called K Kurzheck. There was a long tail version known as the LH Langheck. Towards the end of
the season, Ferrari entered some races with a new version of the , the M which had a revised
bodywork. These cars, now officially Group 5 Sports Cars, were limited to a 3-litre engine
capacity and were to be the main competitors in events counting towards the FIA's newly
renamed World Championship for Makes from to Unlike the old Group 5, there was no minimum
production requirement. The FIA rules restricted the width of the car, therefore cars were built
with standard body widths but wide mudguard extensions. The regulation required only the
bonnet, roof, doors and rail panel were left unmodified. The category was also mostly
associated with the wide boxy wheel arches and extravagant body style. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. Archived from the original on Retrieved CS1 maint: archived copy as title
link. FIA categories and groups. Group F Group T4. Group NGT â€” Group 1 â€”82 Group 2
â€”82 Group 3 â€”81 Group 4 â€” Group 5 â€”82 Group 6 â€” Classes of auto racing. Hidden
categories: Webarchive template wayback links CS1 maint: archived copy as title. Namespaces
Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. You are browsing camaro5. User Name
Remember Me? Drives: camaro 2ss rs L99 Join Date: Feb View My Garage. What are some of
the things you convinced yourself you needed or just had to have done to your car? I will go 1st
in no particular order, and I am sure there is a lot more 1 throttle controller 2 fuel rails 3 holly
intake had a ported rod mod intake 4 upgraded motor mounts 5 stereo system never use it 6 led
cup holder 7 foot well lighting 8 foglight mod 9 engine grounding kit 10 changed my whole turbo
setup before actually tuning the first one hahaha Ok, please tell me i am not the only one with
this illness. ZL1 fuel pump, HPT programmed fpcm. Snow methanol setup. Proud club member;
Multiple led tail light kits Multiple headlight types Led door sill plates Fade away gill stripes
Hood Hood spears Multiple rear spoilers Multiple hid headlight kit Led headlight kit Heritage
grill Led fog lights I can keep going, and going Have had mine for nearly 8. You must be the only
one who does mods. Hi, my name is Larry and I'm an addict Sent from my Pixel XL using
Tapatalk. Ashen 6. Join Date: Apr It is funny how many times I have told my wife that I am done
Attached Images. Um, well, let's see,,,,, well I'm still going to therapy for this!!! I like to justify my
addiction with statements like: at least I am not out drinking or gambling I ain't got time to go
cheat on my wife either I keep telling her it's for her too OMG I really am addicted!!! Originally
Posted by Tarendor. Manuals, Literature, Workbooks, Brochures, Etc. All times are GMT The
time now is AM. Mod sickness User Name. Remember Me? Mark Forums Read. Page 1 of 3.
Thread Tools. Find More Posts by Tarendor. Neon lights. Find More Posts by RupertPupkin.
Find More Posts by Vegas Bound. Find More Posts by redcoats Find More Posts by Ashen 6.
Join Date: Apr Location: N. CA Posts: 3, Find More Posts by Moto-Mojo. Quote: Originally
Posted by Tarendor I like to justify my addiction with statements like: at least I am not out
drinking or gambling Very nice rides sir!!! Posting Rules. It's no surprise that car enthusiasts
around the world are drawn to these sporty and elegant vehicles, and undertake restoration
projects to bring them back to original condition. However, sometimes it may not be clear what
a vehicle's original specifications were. In this case, a VIN decoder can be used to gain some
insight. Note: These numbers are not exact. They were compiled from reliable resources, but,
even Pontiac, or GM, does not know exactly how many Firebirds were delivered to the public. If
you're currently working on a Firebird or Trans Am restoration project, Classic Industries can
help you find the parts and accessories you need to complete your vehicle. Click the button
below for a free full-color restoration parts catalog. Recognized as the undisputed leader of the
Restoration Parts industry, Classic Industries is one of the largest and respected distributors of
reproduction, performance and original GM and MOPAR parts and accessories in the industry.
Located in Huntington Beach, California, Classic Industries has provided over 1,, customers
with parts and accessories they've needed to restore their vehicles for over four decades.
Catalogs Coming Soon! Search Our Articles Search. A little about Classic Recognized as the
undisputed leader of the Restoration Parts industry, Classic Industries is one of the largest and
respected distributors of reproduction, performance and original GM and MOPAR parts and
accessories in the industry. Subscribe to Email Updates. Recent Posts. The advertised price is
the price for this vehicle in its current condition. Any body work requested by the customer
would be an additional cost. The price does not include sales tax, vehicle registration fees, cost

of additional requests by customer, finance charges, processing charges, any other fees
required by law. We attempt to update this inventory on a regular basis. The advertised price for
this vehicle may vary if trading a vehicle in. In these scenarios, there is the possibility of rolling
the negative equity into the new vehicle being purchased which could result in a price higher
than listed on the internet. Internet price may reflect cosmetic condition of the car. To obtain
advertised price, customer must bring in copy of advertised offer to validate qualification and
pricing. Car sold cosmetically as is. It might have typical wear and tear minor scratches or
dents. We try our best to procure books and extra keys from the previous owners. With that
said, we do not always have spare keys, books, floormats, or other accessories for every
vehicle. Therefore, in most cases we can only provide the accessories that are photographed.
For instance, if we show a navigation display with a map, there is a navigation disc with the car.
If you do not see it, assume the item is not included. EPA mileage estimates are for newly
manufactured vehicles only. Your actual mileage will vary depending on how you drive and
maintain your vehicle. Vehicle data on this website is compiled from publicly available sources
believed by the publisher to be reliable. Vehicle data is subject to change without notice. Buying
a car can be a stressful process, which is why we work hard to give you a hassle-free car
buying process. With resources like our car buying tips and our online payment calculator , we
give you everything you need to make an informed decision on which vehicle is best for you.
Not only that, but our staff will help you explore our inventory and see which performance and
safety features are best for your commute. At Major World, we know that everyone has unique
finances, which is why our finance experts sit with you personally to help you craft a finance
plan that works with your budget. At Major World, we use a network of lenders to find you the
best deal possible for your budget. Ready to purchase your next new-to-you vehicle? Follow
our 10 car buying steps to familiarize yourself with the process, then visit our showroom near
Bronx to browse our vehicle inventory. Then you can take a test drive to explore the
performance and safety features that are available. We look forward to seeing you! Continue
browsing our website or visit us at our dealership, conveniently located at Northern Blvd Long
Island City, NY, or call us at Open Today! Look for this link on your favorites: Save. Sales:
Service: I Want This Complete the form below to get a quick response. I understand that my
consent to be contacted is not a requirement to purchase any product or service and that I can
opt-out at any time. I agree to pay my mobile service provider's text messaging rates, if
applicable. Book An Appointment Please fill out this form to book a tentative appointment. A
sales manger will reach out to confirm your actual appointment time. Year AM PM. Already
Pre-Approved? Complete the form below to get a quick response. Show All Filters View List.
View Grid. Vehicle Condition Reset Filter. Certified Pre-Owned 2. Pre-Owned Makes Acura Alfa
Romeo 3. Audi BMW Buick 7. Cadillac Chevrolet Chrysler Dodge Ford GMC Honda Hyundai 9.
Jeep Kia 5. Land Rover 2. Lexus Lincoln 4. Mazda Mercedes-Benz Mercury 1. MINI 1. Mitsubishi
1. Nissan Ram Saab 1. Saturn 1. Subaru Toyota Volkswagen Volvo 5. Models Acadia 6. Accent 1.
Accord Accord Crosstour 1. Altima Atlas 1. ATS 3. Avalon 2. C-Class C-HR 5. Camaro 2. Camry
Camry Hybrid 1. Canyon 1. Caravan 1. Challenger 5. Charger Cherokee 9. Civic CLA 2. Colorado
Compass Cooper 1. Corolla CR-V Crosstrek 2. Cruze Cruze Limited 3. CT6 1. CTS 1. CX-3 1.
CX-5 CX-9 Dart 1. Discovery Sport 1. Durango E 1. E-Class Eclipse Cross 1. EcoSport 2. Edge 8.
Elantra 2. Enclave 3. Encore 3. Envision 1. Equinox Escalade 2. Escalade ESV 2. Escape
Expedition 1. Expedition Max 1. Explorer Express 1. Express Van GHD 1. F 5. FSD 1. Fiesta 1. Fit
1. Focus 3. Forester Fortwo 1. Fusion Fusion Energi 2. Fusion Hybrid 3. FX35 1. Giulia 2. GLA 5.
Gladiator 1. GLC 4. GLE GLK 1. GLS 7. Golf 1. Golf Alltrack 1. Golf SportWagen 1. Grand
Caravan Grand Cherokee HHR 1. Highlander HR-V ILX 7. Impala 5. Impreza Jetta Journey Juke 1.
Kona 1. Legacy Liberty 2. M-Class 3. Malibu Matrix 1. Maxima Mazda3 Mazda5 1. Mazda6 3. MDX
Metris 2. MKZ 2. Mountaineer 1. Murano 7. Mustang Nautilus 1. New Compass 2. Odyssey 4.
Optima 2. Outback 3. Pacifica Passat Pathfinder Patriot 5. Pilot 7. ProMaster 1. Q5 Q50 Quest 1.
QX30 1. QX50 1. QX60 R-Class 1. Range Rover 1. Ranger 1. RAV4 RDX Renegade Rogue Rogue
Sport S-Class 7. S60 Inscription 2. S90 1. Sentra Sienna 6. Silverado 1. SL-Class 1. Sonata 4.
Sonic 1. Soul 2. Sportage 1. Stelvio 1. Stratus 1. Suburban 7. Suburban 1. Tacoma 1. Tahoe 1.
Taurus 2. Terrain 9. Tiguan Tiguan Limited 5. TLX 5. Town Car 1. TrailBlazer 2. TrailBlazer EXT 1.
Transit Connect 2. Traverse Trax Tucson 1. Tundra 1. Versa 4. Versa Note 2. VUE 1. Wrangler 9.
Wrangler JK 3. XC60 1. XC90 1. XT4 1. XT5 5. Yaris 1. Yukon 1. Yukon XL 1. Body Type Cars
Commercial 6. Compact Convertible Coupe SUVs Trucks Vans Wagon 6. Year 5. Features 3rd
Row Seat Adaptive Cruise Control Android Auto Apple CarPlay Automatic Climate Control AWD
Backup Camera Blind Spot Monitor Bluetooth Cold Weather Package Cooled Seats Distronic 3.
Drivers Assistance Package Entune Audio Plus 6. Entune Premium Audio with Navigation Fog
Lights Forward Collision Warning Hands-Free Liftgate Heated Seats Interior Accents Keyless
Entry Lane Departure Warning Lane keep assist Leather Seats M Sport Memory Seats

Navigation System Panoramic Sunroof Parktronic 8. Power Seats Premium 1 Package Premium
2 Package 9. Premium Audio Premium Package Premium Plus Package Push Start Rain Sensing
Wipers Rear Entertainment System 2. Rear Heated Seats 7. Rear Sunshade 3. Remote Start
Satellite Radio Ready Side-Impact Air Bags Technology Package Tow Package WiFi Hotspot
Wireless Phone Charging Xenon Headlights Mileage 0 - 30K Recently Modified New this week.
Advanced Search Keyword search:. Stock or VIN :. Details 43 More. Engine: 6. Explore
Financing. Book an Appointment. Recent Arrival! I Want This. Details 50 More. Engine:
EcoDiesel 3. Details 45 More. Engine: EcoTec3
2011 hyundai tucson limited owners manual
deta electrical wiring diagram
chevy repair manuel
5. Details 41 More. Engine: 3. Details 40 More. Engine: 4. Details 54 More. Engine: 2. Details 44
More. Engine: HEMI 5. Black Raven Cadillac Escalade Luxury 6. Engine: EcoBoost 3. Details 47
More. Details 46 More. Details 36 More. SL , 2D Convertible, 3. Details 39 More. Details 49 More.
Details Save. Engine: EcoTec3 6. Details 42 More. Vehicle Price. Loan Term Custom. Calculate
Payments. Payment Details Estimated Amount Financed:. Why Choose Us? Major World.
Featured Inventory. Finance Used Cars NY At Major World, we know that everyone has unique
finances, which is why our finance experts sit with you personally to help you craft a finance
plan that works with your budget. Take a Test Drive at Major World! Find Your Vehicle Close.
Search By Keyword Search:. Saved Vehicles Close. Share This Close. Choose How To Share:
share-via-facebook share-via-twitter share-via-linkedin share-via-email share-via-sms text.
Contact Us Close. Today's Hours: Open Today! Major World Details I Want This.

